This paper presents the work being done so far on the building of online corpus for Philippine languages. As for the status, the Philippine Languages Online Corpora (PLOC) now boasts a 250,000-word written corpus of the eight major languages in the archipelago. Some of the issues confronting the corpus building and future directions for this project are likewise discussed in this paper.
Introduction
The 171 living Philippine languages have been the subject of linguistic investigations and descriptions all over the world (see Liao 2006; Quakenbush 2005; Reid 1981 ; inter alia). As there are controversial and interesting features of Philippine-type languages that are distinct from other Austronesian languages, Philippinists have focused on the different features of Philippine languages over the years. For instance, Brainard (1994) has looked at voice and ergativity; or the focus system (see Barlaan 1986 ); or case system (see Ramos 1997) ; and recently, Dita (2010) on pronominal system. But even with a considerable overlap in syntax and morphology, there is a wide range of typological variety found among the more than one hundred Philippine languages (Reid & Liao 2004) . And since the plethora of research in Philippine linguistics has been done by non-Filipinos and/or non-Philippine residents, authors have utilized various means to get hold of data on Philippine languages. The methodological approaches of previous studies on language description can be summed up to three: 1) researchers come to the Philippines and stay in the place where the language is spoken for a time; 2) researchers work with a native speaker of the language who currently resides abroad (close to the researchers); and 3) researchers use printed or published materials about the language of interest. It is against this scenario that building a corpus of Philippine languages was conceptualized.
In Dita, Roxas, & Inventado (2009), the design and scope of the first phase of the corpus building were described. As was mentioned, the primary consideration of the data collection was the comparability of the texts in the languages included. Hence, the first phase of the project included a rather limited text type and category, that is, only written texts with two categories: literary and religious. Although there was a plan then to include journalistic and academic texts, it has been observed that not all languages have these text types.
In what follows, we will describe the second phase of the Philippine Languages Online Corpora (henceforth, PLOC), and its current status in terms of data collection and analysis, its distinguishing features, and the issues encountered in the corpus building. Recommendations and future prospects are then outlined towards the end of the paper.
Architecture and Parameters
The initial idea was to pattern PLOC after the International Corpus of English where every variety includes a one million-word collection of both written and spoken texts. And as Dita et al. (2009) have emphasized, the first phase of the project faced serious time constraints. This led to the decision to include the most popular kind of text in any Philippine language: religious and literary texts.
Size and Scope
The standing goal of the project is to provide a comparable corpus of as many Philippine lan-guages as possible. To be able to do this, the first phase of the project consisted of the four top languages of the Philippines (Tagalog, Cebuano, Ilocano, and Hiligaynon) and the Filipino Sign Language (FSL). The second phase includes the next four top languages (Bikol, Kapampangan, Pangasinense, and Waray-waray). Hence, the project now consists of the eight major languages in the Philippines and the FSL. Initially, there was a plan to pattern the PLOC after the structure and design of the International Corpus of English (ICE) project. As reported by Bautista (2004) , the Philippine component of the International Corpus of English (ICE-PHI) which is composed of over one million words (1,106,778 words, to be exact) of spoken and written English, is the first mega-word electronic corpus produced in the Philippines. The PLOC is envisioned to be the first multi-millionword electronic and online corpora of Philippine languages. But as there are more languages included in the project, the 1 million size was reduced to 250,000 words for each language, and the written and spoken was reduced to written only.
Language
To date, PLOC only has the written genre and has two types of writing so far: religious and literary. Hence, for each language included, there are 100,000 words of religious texts and another 150,000 literary texts. Although the limitation of the data poses drawbacks, it is the comparability of the data that was taken into account.
Some Issues
The collection of texts had its own share of challenges. Even with the advancement of technology or the availability of OCRs, the kind of texts needed for the corpora could hardly be scanned. Religious and literary texts are usually the oldest existing literature on any given language. Some of these texts had to be manually encoded, proofread, verified by a native speaker, tagged for corpus use, then uploaded. In most cases, a particular language has more literary text than religious while in some cases, there are more religious than literary. It is in this case that texts need to be carefully chosen to avoid corpus disproportion.
One of the inevitable limitations of the corpora is the issue of representativeness. As earlier mentioned, the scope of texts for PLOC only includes religious and literary which is very specific. Although a corpus, as Leech (1991) puts it, is ideally a representative of the language variety it is supposed to represent, the PLOC do not claim any representativeness of the languages included. But even with this limitation, the corpora still promise to be reliable bases for any linguistic investigation or analysis of Philippine languages.
Corpus Tagging
After the data is encoded, verified, and proofread, the next stage is the corpus tagging. In cases where the data exhibit some formatting styles such as texts in boldface, italics, or underline, the codes <b></b>, <i></i>, <u></u> are placed before and after the texts which are boldfaced, italicized, and underlined, respectively. For special characters, the following are used: <pd></pd> for non-end of sentence and <lbl></lbl> for special labels such as bible verses. As far as the data is concerned, these tags are sufficient to cover the special formatting styles and characters found in the documents.
Corpus Processing and Tools

Online Repository
One distinguishing feature of PLOC is its being accessible online, unlike most corpora where they are distributed separately. The data repository is called Palito, a Tagalog term which literally means 'stick'. The online repository requires a username and password which can be requested from the website master(s) upon verification of identity. Users can either upload or download a document, both subject to the ap-proval of the webmaster. For users who want to contribute to the existing corpus, they send in their documents, the webmaster verifies accuracy and genuineness of the data then uploads them to the online repository. The repository automatically indexes the documents so they can easily be tracked. Palito can be accessed through the following link: ccs.dlsu.edu.ph:8086/Palito Figure 1 . Screenshot of Palito's front page
Features of Palito
Another feature of the repository is its internal browser. For users who want to search for a particular document, such as short story or song, users are to click the 'document' icon then type in the specific name of the document. All files under this category or name are then displayed.
Figure 2. Palito's internal browser
For the word frequency feature, the search key is simply typed in the 'filter words'. After which, the results are displayed which makes it more convenient for users who are interested in the distribution of a particular lexical item across the documents. As can be seen in figure 3 , the results display the results in descending order, from the files with the most number of the keyword to the least. Aside from the data in the Philippine corpus, the software tools will also aid language researchers everywhere in analyzing the Philippine languages, such as comparing different usages of the same word, analyzing collocates, and finding and analyzing phrases and idioms.
Conclusion
This paper has presented the work done so far in the building of the PLOC. As Dita et al. (2009) have reported, there were many things to consider in conceptualizing the first phase of the project. And since the primary consideration was the comparability of texts in different languages, the scope was rather limited to written genre in general, and to literary and religious texts, in particular. The second phase of the project has so far completed a 2-million word corpus of the eight major Philippine languages (Taga-log, Cebuano, Ilocano, Hiligaynon, Bicol, Kapampangan, Pangasinense, and Waray). In summary, the present PLOC now contains a 250,000-word written texts of the eight major languages in the Philippines.
There are many plans for the expansion of the PLOC. First, we plan to collect a 250,000-word counterpart in spoken texts. The spoken texts will consist of dialogues and monologues: faceto-face conversations for dialogues and speeches or radio/tv commentaries for monologues. Second, we plan to extend the coverage of written texts by including journalistic writing and other 'creative' writings such as advertisements, internet texts and the like. The plan is to get a one million-word of written and spoken corpus, for every language. If this is achieved, the expansion for the PLOC is to include as many Philippine languages as possible. When all these plans are achieved, there will be more chances of comparing features cross-linguistically, following the classic works of Blake (1906) , Tsuchida, Yamada, Constantino, & Moriguchi (1989) , and Constantino (1965) , to name a few.
The PLOC, as it is envisioned to be, will make a significant contribution to Philippine linguistics. Doing linguistics by then, to quote Bautista (2004) , would mean "sitting in one's armchair and introspecting and thinking of sample sentences to exemplify particular structures" (p. 1), as opposed to going through the laborious task of fieldwork to collect data from different informants.
